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Abstract
In this paper, we have described an approach to detect the visual focus of attention (VFOA) of a
person from his/her gaze direction with varying lighting conditions and varying distance from the
camera and evaluate their performance. The continuous video of the target person is captured and fed
into an expert system for further processing. From frame by frame analysis, the head and eyeball of
the target person is detected using vector field of image gradient. If the person changes his/her gaze,
the corresponding coordinate of pupil also changes. The frontal view of the person is divided into
three regions corresponding to three target objects and the gaze direction are detected based on in
which region the coordinate of pupil is located in the eye area. Our technique also combines the both
Rapid Eye Movement (REM) and head rotation detection, which provides an efficient tool for VFOA
tracking. With a low cost camera, it is very hard to work at night and cloudy days because of lack of
proper lighting. So considering these limitations, we have developed a system that can successfully
track visual focus of attention of the target person by means of sustained and transient attention or
distraction and finally control the attention by deploying an external signaling or alarming system.
Keywords: Visual focus of attention, eye center localization, gaze detection, sustained attention.

1. INTRODUCTION
Detection and controlling of human’s visual focus of attention (VFOA) is a part of active
research for many years [1]. However, the researchers of computer vision and artificial intelligence
seek for an accurate method for fixation tracking based on object [2] detection by which human
attention level may be realized and diversified attention may be controlled. Basically the term
“Fixation” refers to a process of maintaining the visual gaze at a single location. Visual fixation is
never perfectly steady, fixational eye movement occurs involuntarily, especially for the case of shortterm stimuli/attention. There are many real life situations those need the tracking of VFOA of the
target person to avoid the critical circumstances. For example, if we can detect the attention/
distraction of the driver in the vehicle [3], we can develop an automated alarming system to alert the
driver and bypass fatal accidents. The results of VFOA detection are also an important tool to
generate attention patterns of the particular driver and compare it with the others to select the best
ones. To accomplish it, most of the vision researchers used wearable sensor based strategies [4].
However, most of the wearable sensors based strategies have a number of limitations for application
in detecting and controlling human’s VFOA in real world environments. For example, in the context
of public social spaces, people may fix their VFOA at particular location based on their own interests
and may not be interested in actively engaging with the technology [5]. Thus, in our proposed
technique, we are interested in making use of human’s VFOA tracking for a wearable-free solution
where human do not need to attach markers to themselves or carry special devices so that we may
observe them in an unrestricted manner. Here, in this work, we have used low cost USB camera in
front of the target person that captures continuous video frames. Vision researchers formerly used
solely head tracking [6] or eyeball tracking [7] [8] techniques independently to meet our objectives.
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However, in our approach, we have used head tracking and eyeball-tracking techniques in
combination for proper detection of visual focus comprising of transients depends on the tracking of
the frequency and time of the head rotation as well as rapid eye movement (REM) realization. The
accuracy of our technique is highly sensitive to the choice of proper illumination and right distance
from camera-especially for the case of low cost camera deployment. In our present study, we
conducted experiments in controlled environment and results show that the proposed approach can
yield good performance of detecting visual attention of a target human in general situations that
offers transient/sustained attention/ destruction and offers optimum cost efficiency.

2. METHODOLOGY
To detect the visual focus of attention of the target person, we need a camera installed at a
suitable position so that image can be captured very easily. These continuous images are feed into our
proposed system for frame by frame further processing. The overall process is described as follows-

2.1 Head Pose Detection
The main goal of head pose detection is to track the head from the continuous image whether or
not the head is in movement. In our work, we have used the Seeing Machine’s faceAPI to detect and
track the head pose, hp of the target person. To detect the head, we have used haar cascade classifier.

2.2 Face Points Extraction by Active Shape Model
Our modeling method works by examining the statistics of the coordinates of the labeled points in
the head rectangle. In order to be able to compare equivalent points from different shapes, they must
be aligned with respect to a set of axes. We achieve the required alignment by scaling, rotating and
translating the shape so that they correspond as closely as possible. In this technique, we aim to
minimize a weighted sum of squares of distances between equivalent points on different shapes.

2.3 Iris Center Detection
A multistage approach [9] [10]] has been used to detect the iris. A 3-D head tracker [11] detects
the head position and the rectangular area in the image. Then the facial feature points are extracted
from the active shape model [12]. These points are used to roughly detect the eye regions from the
face. The vector field of image gradient (VFIG) is used to detect the iris center.
The VFIG iris center detection technique is described as followsLet Ic be the possible iris center and I gi be the gradient vector in position I xi. If Idi is the normalized
displacement vector, then it should have some absolute orientation as the gradient Igi. We can
determine the optical center Ic* of the iris (darkest position of the eye) by computing the dot products
of Idi and Igi and finding the global maximum of the dot product over the eye image:
1

Ic* = argmax Ic { ∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝑃 )}
𝑁

Where, P = (Idi T Igi) 2 and Idi = (Ixi -Ic) / (|| Ixi -Ic||2)
i = 1, 2,..., N and the displacement vector Idi is scaled to unit length in order to obtain an equal
weight for all pixel position in the image.

2.4 VFOA Detection
After the successful detection of the head pose and pupil of the eye, the attention/ distraction of the
target person is tracked with the help of head and eye rectangle. A subdivision method proposed in the
paper [13], is used here. To achieve the optimum efficiency, we have used the “Unequal Partitioning
of eye rectangle leaving the uncovered regions” method to track the movement of the eyeball within
the eye area. “Partitioning of the head rectangle” technique is also used to detect the head movement.
Now the speed of the eyeball movement and head movement provides us a clue to detect the short
or long term attention/ distraction of the target person. We classify the inattention of the target person
in two major criteria-
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a) Transient
These short term stimuli occur in the subconscious mind. The target person is not aware of it. It
happens unwillingly to provide some rest for the brain.

b) Sustained
This occupies a long time [14]. In our experiments we have set it around 8 seconds. The target
person offers this type of inattention willingly.
To detect the transient and sustained attention of the target person efficiently in different
environments, two different parameters- right distance from the camera and proper lightening needs to
be ensured. It is very important to measure the right distance from the camera. The participant should
sit within this range of distances so that the images can be efficiently captured by the camera.
Moreover, any deviation from this range of distances can be used as a clue to detect the proper
inattention (such as drowsiness). For example, video analysis shows that prior to any road accidents,
the driver tends to bow down his head towards the steering of the car. Apparently, the driver comes
out of the threshold value of the right distance. To track the threshold value of right distance, we have
used the trial and error strategy. The right distance is selected based on the highest efficiency of head
and eye center detection. Any deviation from the threshold efficiency provides a clue to inattention.
Proper illumination of eye tracking is also a very important factor of gaze detection. The reason
behind this fact is that, to trace the eye pupil, our system tries to find out the darkest point within the
face rectangle using the vector field of image gradient. In that case, for the different illumination, the
efficiency of head and eye center detection varies. Generally, the efficiency increases with the
increase of illumination. But we know that the radius of eyeball decreases with the increase of light
intensity after a certain value so that minimum amount of light can enter through the eyeball. So, at
the higher illumination level the efficiency of eye center tracking also decreases. The threshold value
of proper illumination is selected based on the highest efficiency of head and eye center detection
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Figure1. Flow chart of the proposed system

3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Experimental Setup
We conducted separate experiments applying different techniques under different lighting
conditions and distances from camera under a controlled environment. Data were taken using
different participants. There were total 3 male nonpaying participants with the age 25, 24 and 22 years
respectively. For real time frame analysis, we used Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 and OpenCV 2.4.9.
The camera specification is given in the following Table 1.
Table 1: Camera specification

Model
Photo quality
Video quality
Focus type
Auto light correction

Logitech c170
5 MP
HD 720p
40 cm and beyond
Premium

3.2 Data Collection
Data were collection in successive steps which are discussed belowa) Head and Eye Center Detection
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In head and eye pupil tracking experiments, the participants were asked to seat at different
distances from the camera under different lighting conditions to set the threshold value. They sat at
30cm, 40cm, 50cm, 60cm, 70cm, 80cm, 90cm and 100cm away from the camera. Different lighting
conditions were provided by deploying different number of (1, 2, 3, and 4) 32 Watt energy bulbs. The
provided illumination was 50, 100, 150, and 200 Lux respectively (measured by light sensor). The
area of our room was 4m2. The average video length was 2 minutes.
b) Visual Focus Detection
For gaze detection through applying different techniques, these participants were asked to seat 70
cm away from the camera and to look at different target objects. At first they just moved their eyeball
to look at these objects without moving their head. And secondly, they rotated their head to look.
These objects are situated 0.5m apart from each other and 1.5m from the target person. One of the
three objects is located in the central field of view (CFV) that means just in front of the target person
and the other two objects in the near peripheral field of view (NPFV) that means to the left and right
side of the target person. The average video recording time was 2 minutes. The provided illumination
was 200 Lux.
c) Sustained and Transient Focus of Attention Detection
In sustained and transient attention detection experiments, the participants were asked to look (just
move their eyeball) at the left object and the right object for a very short duration so that they may be
considered as transients. The duration of transients was also varied (1, 2, 3 seconds) during different
experiments. Transients were also detected with the varying head rotation time (1, 2, 3 seconds). The
average video recording time was 2 minutes. The provided illumination was 200 Lux. The threshold
value for the right distance from the camera was set 70 cm. Figure 2 illustrates some sample frames
that were captured during the data collection procedure.

Figure 2. VFOA detection of the target person

3.3 Performance Evaluation Matrices
The efficiency of VFOA tracking under different lightening conditions and different distances
from the camera is evaluated based on the following formulaeAccuracy =
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Total number of trials in which head and eye center is detectd
Total number of trials at a particular distance from camera

×

100

%...........(1)
Under the threshold value of right distance from the camera and proper lighting, the efficiency of
the transient detection is based on the following formulaeTransient Detection Accuracy =

Total number of transient attention detected
Total number of transient attention occured

× 100 %..............................................(2)

And similarly the efficiency of head rotation detection is expressed asHead Rotation Detection Accuracy =

Total number of head movement detected at a particular direction

×

Total number of head movement occured at that particular direction
100%..........................................................................................................................................(3)

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Based on Equation 1, we derived the efficiency for head and eye center tracking which are plotted in
Figure 3 and 4 respectively. The transient attention detection accuracy is derived based on Equation 2
and shown in Figure 5. Finally, we get the Figure 6 that illustrates the head rotation detection
accuracy based on Equation 3. Figure 7 illustrates the transient attention pattern of the target person
for typical situations on the time span of about 1 minute.

Figure 3. Accuracy of the head and eye center detection
with varying distances from the camera

Figure 4. Accuracy of the head and eye center
detection with varying lighting conditions
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Figure 5. Accuracy of transient detection (eyeball
rotation only)

Figure 6. Accuracy of transient detection (head
rotation only)

Figure 7. Transient attention pattern of the target person

5. CONCLUSION
In the work, we tried to track the head and the eye center from the captured continuous image
with variable distances from the camera and in different lighting conditions. We see that if the
distance from the camera is between 60cm to 80cm, we get the best tracking performance. Moreover,
for a proper illumination, the number of 32W energy bulb is 4 for a 4m2 room that provided
illumination of 200 Lux. To optimize the efficiency, this information provides us a clue to set the
proper threshold value of illumination and right distance from the camera. In gaze detection
combining with head pose we conducted different experiments with variable head rotation time. It is
seen that, if the head rotation time is 3 seconds then the gaze tracking performance is the best.
In sustained and transient focus of attention detection experiments, our system can track the
sustained attention with 100% accuracy. However, the transient tracking performance depends on the
transient duration. We see that if the transient time is 3 seconds or more, the tracking performance is
the best.
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